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5. Drop-down Menu: Drop
single choice from a lot of options. 
state. 
Syntax: 

Here, <b>Your Country</b> is the label

<select> is the tag for creating a drop
name is the attribute to <select
country. 
 

 
6. Text area: Text area is an important

text. For example- user’s feedback etc.
Syntax: 

Here, <b> Your Feedback </b> is

<textarea> is the tag for creating a 
height and cols is the attribute for defining
 

 
7. Buttons: Buttons are created as the final comp

user trigger some events like submission of data, upload/download or any kind of 
alert/message. 
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Sem)      
       

Drop-down menus are created to allow the user to 
single choice from a lot of options. For example- states in a country or districts in a 

 

the label. 

for creating a drop-down and <option> is the tag for creating list items. 
select> tag for defining that the drop-down is for selecting a 

n important form component that lets the user input large 
s feedback etc. 

is the label. 

for creating a larger textbox. rows is the attribute for defining
he attribute for defining width. 

Buttons are created as the final component of any form. A button lets the 
user trigger some events like submission of data, upload/download or any kind of 
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Syntax: 

Here there is no any label. 

<input> is the tag and type is the attribute 
button. value is another attribute that defines the name of button.

 

 

Assignment: 

1. Try to create the complete fo
2. Try to create a form for enrollment of students in a school.
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is the attribute for defining that the 
is another attribute that defines the name of button. 

complete form as given in the PDF file of 14-may
Try to create a form for enrollment of students in a school. 

  

for defining that the input component is a 

may-2020. 


